
K.MANIKANTAN                                             No: 11 muthial reddy nagar, 
                                              1ststreet, adambakkam, 
                                   Chennai -88. 
                                                                                           Contact: 9551017513 
                                                                                Email id (manihari.style@gmail.com) 
 
CAREER OBJECTIVE: 
               To become a part of an organization that uses my knowledge and capabilities to 
the maximum extent and to move up in position through experience and constant 
improvement in my field. 
 
 
 
EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION: 
 

COURSE SCHOOL/COLLEGE YEAR 
OF 

PASSING 

 
PERCENTAGE 

BBA(Computer 
Application) 

Annamalai University Doing first year 
 

NA 

DIPLOMA 
ECE 

(Electronics & 
communication) 

Sri Sai ram Polytechnic 
college, 
Chennai 

June - 2009 76% 

MATRICULATION 
(SSLC) 

Sri Viswa Vidyalaya 
Matriculation higher 

Secondary school, Chennai 

 
June - 2006 

 
 

67% 
 
 
 
EXPERIENCE DETAILS: 
LAB INSTRUCTOR in sri sairam engineering college, chennai 
FULL TIME: 6Months 
 
 
 
 
 
HANDLED LAB: 
Microprocessor lab 
Embedded lab 
 



COMPUTER SKILLS: 
                             
                             Programming languages: c, c++   
                             Ms office, hardware networking (a+& n+)   
                             Web designing: HTML   
                              Windows: Linux, windows 98, windows 2000, xp. 
 
 
IMPLANT TRAINING: 
                         Under gone implant training in ADVANTAGE PRO, Chennai 
 
 
 
PROJECT: 
              RF based wireless complete body scanning using wap  
    This is a real time bio medical project, which can be used in hospital. This is used to 
scan the parameters of patient like ecg, bp, body temp, resp temp etc other then this its 
include saline alarm, emergency patient calling switch, k sheet automation. All this 
details are monitored in doctor’s room.  
 
 
OTHER SKILLS: 
               .  Team managing  
               .  Quick learning  
               .   Leadership skill 
               .  Good Communication    
   
 
 
HOBBIES: 
             Listening to classical & carnatic music, reading books, drawing, discourses on 
ethics. 
 
 
 
AREA INTRESTED: 
              Subject: digital electronics , communication systems and Microprocessor 
               Others:  music computer games, circuit designing  
              
 
 
 
 



MISCELLANOUS DETAILS: 
                Participated in district level drawing competition and won the second prize 
               Participated in singing events and competitions. 
 
   
 
PERSONAL INFORMATION: 
                    
               FATHER’S NAME   : V.kothandaraman 
               DATE OF BIRTH     :  28-12-1989 
               MARITAL STATUS : Single (unmarried) 
               SEX                             :    Male 
               PERMENENT           :   No 11 muthiyal reddy nagar  
               ADDRESS                  :   1st street, adambakkam, Chennai -88 
 
 
 
 
LANGUAGES KNOWN: 

     
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
DECLERATION: 
                 I hereby declare that all the details above furnished are true to the best of my 
knowledge. 
 
 
 
 
PLACE: Chennai                                                                              yours sincerely 
DATE: 
                                                                                                          (K.MANIKANTAN) 
                                                                                              

Languages  Read  Write  Speak  
Sanskrit  **** **** **** 
Tamil  **** **** **** 
Hindi  **** ****  
English  **** **** **** 


